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20 Most Promising Oil & Gas Technology Solution Providers 2015

T

he oil and gas industry plays an indispensable
role in facilitating business across different
spheres of economy with timely and adequate
resources. Volatile market conditions, economic
downswing and the increasing costs inadvertently persist
as imminent challenges in the oil and gas sector. To make
oil and gas industry thrive, organizations are deploying
technology and software solutions such as cloud computing,
database services and tools that are streamlining and
maximizing operational productivity. Big data has made
its way right from oil fields to refineries, pipelines and
transportation and also downstream to the trader and
the gas station forecourt. Additionally, Internet of things
(IoT) is gaining a strong foothold across the industry,
changing how companies utilize labor and allowing for
more effective utilization of resources. Furthermore,

Omni-ID
recognized by

magazine as

these solutions not just cater to the transient needs of the
organizations but, also help them adhere to government
regulations, reduce pollution and wastage that damage
environment and human health, conserve resources and
operational expenditure.
In the last few months, we have analyzed hundreds of
oil and gas technology solution providers and shortlisted the
companies that are at the forefront of tackling challenges in
the oil and gas arena. A distinguished panel comprising of
CEOs, CIOs and analysts including CIOReview’s editorial
board has selected the final list of Oil and Gas Technology
Solution Providers of 2015. The selection is based on the
vendor’s capability to offer cutting edge technologies and
solutions that add value to the oil and gas landscape.
We present to you CIOReview’s 20 Most Promising
Oil and Gas Technology Solution Providers 2015.

Company:

Description:

Omni-ID,
Rochester, NY
omni-id.com

A provider of efficient RFID tags for the most
ruggedized operating environments.

Key Person:

Website:

Ed Nabrtozky,
Chief Solutions Officer

www.omni-id.com
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Omni-ID

A True Disruptor in the RFID Space

T

he disruption Omni-ID has
made translates to the number of
implementations many industries
such as the oil and gas, manufacturing
and Asset Management have actualized
leveraging the firm’s Radio Frequency
based Identification Tags. “We definitely
have been disruptive and have made
some incumbents uncomfortable,”states
Ed Nabrotzky, Chief Solutions Officer,
Omni-ID—a vendor of Radio Frequency
(RF) based technologies.The firm builds
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
tags that are designed to operate in a
number of challenging environmental
conditions such as in oil and gas. OmniID’s tags exhibit incredible toughness.
With a variety of form factors and
encasement options, they are optimized
to tolerate some of the harshest conditions
on the planet. From temperature
extremities, to corrosive materials, to salt
water resistance, both their active and
passive tags are certified for hazardous
environments.

Our materials
engineers develop tags
that can fit through
tiny apertures and
withstand tremendous
pressures in different
kinds of corrosive
materials
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Known for consistently setting
industry standards, Omni-ID leads
the RFID space through its three
main offerings; passive, active,
and visual e-paper tags for
manufacturing. As the patent
holder and inventor of onmetal technology for passive
Ed Nabrotzky
RFID, Omni-ID has created
some of the most innovative
products specifically for the oil &
gas industry. From passive tags with
the longest read ranges on the market,
to metal encased tags that withstand high
impact or tags that can be embedded
into metal, the company can design to fit tions help oil and gas customers to promost any application. Omni-ID’s active actively manage assets, organize purchase
tag product boasts similar innovative orders, inspection dates, and certifications
technology.
With both passive and – all without paper and hands free for emactive RFID built in, it has the strongest ployee safety.
mechanical package available in the
The fact that Omni-ID also owns
market. Communicating over the IEEE
their manufacturing facility comes as
standard at 433 MHz, this tag has the
a shot-in-the-arm. “Our production
highest acquisition rate in the industry and
facility allows us to do in-house testing
typically costs much less than competitive
and quality control, and we have a great
products. With flexible mounting
options and the ability to withstand high reputation in the industry for the quality
mechanical stresses both productsare of our asset management products,”
completely conducive for returnable says Nabrtozky. “This also allows us the
container tracking in manufacturing, asset ability to customize and deliver products
and vehicle tracking in laydown yards much faster than other providers.”
“Our materials engineers develop
and other large areas such as construction
sites.
tags that can fit through tiny apertures
From pipes, casings, and safety and withstand tremendous pressures in
equipment; to generators, shipping different kinds of corrosive materials,”
containers, and trucks, Omni-ID’s rugged says a proud Nabrotzky.With many
RFID tags are built for every need in the firsts to its name—be it in bringing
oil and gasand supply chainarenas. From
the first metal and high temp tags—the
asset tracking and location, to ensuring
first industrial e-paper or visual tagging
companies meet compliance standards for
vendors to put operatorinstructions
pipe inspection and maintenance tracking
to ensuring authenticity through anti- right on the tag, Omni-ID further looks
counterfeit programs, product reliability to innovate in the sensor market to
meet the needs of the most challenging
and consistency is key.
Omni-ID’s auto-identification solu- industrial environments.
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